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Thank you for choosing State+Sons Company! 

For University Museums (UM), State+Sons has completed a final report 

explaining it’s research methods and analysis. This report includes secondary and 

primary research. The report explains in detailed the choices State+Sons made basied on 

research and why UM should heavily consider the recommendations placed in this report.  

Secondary research was used for a detailed analysis of the situation, organization, 

media environment, and publics. These separate analyses are how this final report is 

organized, followed by a survey, focus group, and recommendations to total six separate 

sections.  State+Sons used numerous methods throughout the analysis. The first method 

was an interview with Nancy Girard, Educator of Visual Literacy and Learning of UM. 

The second method was a content analysis of books titled as University Museums 

Collections Handbook and a thick “program style” packet titled Elizabeth and Byron 

Anderson Sculpture Garden, and also the website UM owns. The third and final method 

was using a syndicated multi-media database known as MRI+. State+Sons completed this 

research to organize how future strategic campaigns would properly engage, 

communicate and produce an attitude change among Iowa State students and ISU 

administration. In the pages that follow you can find a completely detailed analysis of the 

all the parts mentioned above. 

Primary research was then used by State+Sons to engage and gather findings from 

the major key public to UM—Iowa State University students. Instruments used were a 

survey for an overall view followed by a focus group for more detailed answers from 

current students. The survey questions, results, and other tables and graphs are 

conveniently located in the Appendix of this report. 

State+Sons broke down the current situation facing UM into three parts: 

Awareness, Attendance, and Perception.  Below you can find a brief summary of all three 

with more details in the pages that directly follow this summary. State+Sons then used 

data from the survey and focus group to make recommendations of goals, strategies, and 

tactics to assist UM in creating public relations campaigns against its tough challenges. 

These recommendations include: living statues, social media campaign, partnerships with 

clubs and organizations, and creating relationships with professors, ISU administration, 

and the Office of Admissions.  
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The Situation 

In the interview with Nancy, an interview that lasted 30 minutes, much of the 

current situations that are challenging UM were brought into light and discussed in-depth. 

After the interview, State+Sons was able to break down these situations into three parts.  

• The first part is a low overall awareness from students on Iowa State’s campus 

of UM’s presence. UM would like to see this awareness increased, especially 

among new students. 	  

• Second, is overall low attendance to facilities operated by UM. Most students 

attend because they have to be there for a class, but the client would like to see 

students attend because they want to be there. 	  

• The third is the perception of importance of UM on Iowa State’s campus. 

These perceptions in Nancy’s view needs to be communicated to Iowa State 

University administration. This perception of importance is key to future funding 

for UM, even for possible public relations or advertising campaigns.  	  

Of the three parts of the situation, the low to non-existence percent of students 

who attend UM’s facilities is the most important to UM (Part two). Directly below you 

can find a short summary of all three parts and suggestions of where you can find more 

information about each part in the in-depth analysis. 

Part One: Overall Awareness 

 The main issue with awareness for UM is the boring perception museums hold in 

today’s society. Throughout the client interview, Nancy acknowledge UM sadly does 

hold a boring perception and students not seeing them as social places. (More information 

located in Perception and Competition, Identification of Publics) 

Part Two: Overall Attendance  

For State+Sons, there is one main issue for overall attendance: a branding issue. 

This issue stems from UM owning five different entities. This is how the issue works out: 

an Iowa State student attends Farm House, but they do not relate this experience back to 

the large umbrella known as UM. From the interview, Nancy believes only 10% of 

students know and utilize UM. She also believes nearly no freshmen students know about 

UM. The client would like to see this reputation be changed in someway. 
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The importance of this branding issue for UM is that students are not taking 

advantage of one of the largest on-campus art collections in the nation. UM’s mission 

cannot be fulfilled if students do not visit more than one building or participate in the 

activities they provide. UM has an overall strong reputation nationally for it’s large and 

very unique art collection, and communizing the size of UM has on campus seems to be 

key for any future campaign. (Size can mean number of buildings, number of 

opportunities, and/or number of activities provided.) (More information located in 

Analysis of Organization, Identification of Publics) 

Part Three: Perception of Importance	  

No tuition fees are spent to fund UM. Instead, private donations are made to 

maintain the largest art collection on a campus in the nation. External factors such as ISU 

administrators, ISU Foundation administrators and faculty play a key role in the 

monetary portion needed to keep UM up and running. Together these entities either play 

limiters or enablers for UM. (More information located in Analysis of Organization, 

External Environment) 
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Public Relations 

UM already has a small twitter hashtag, #ArtOnCampus campaign across Iowa 

State’s campus. This campaign may be helping students understand the connection 

between all the art on campus being maintained by UM. This could be a stronger 

campaign with if more focus was spent on Twitter and maybe adding an Instagram for 

students to share their photos of the art on campus. This consumer created content would 

be great for UM to use to connect with future and current students. More information 

regarding this campaign can be found in the analysis of the focus group and 

recommendations. 

 A future campaign idea State+Sons has is centered on getting rid of that boring 

perception UM holds with the public. It is also centered toward students, the major public 

the client is looking to create a relationship with. The idea holds very little cost, and 

would be cheaper than any kind of advertising campaign. The event would actually create 

free advertising with the opportunities of numerous forms of news coverage. 

 State+Sons believes living statues throughout the busy locations on campus 

would battle Part Two: Overall Attendance as well.  

Advertising 

 State+Sons would have a continued interest in assisting UM with any kind of 

advertising campaign, however State+Sons does not advice such a campaign. With no 

dollars or funds for such a campaign, UM should instead focus on other opportunities that 

acquire no cost so they can continue to spend their money on art. State+Sons believes 

cost from the recommendations should be low to easily sponsored or shared funding. 

Below you can find an analysis of the local media environment.  
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Introduction 

State+Sons evaluated Iowa’s local media environment by using MRI+. Although 

using the media may not be apart of this campaign due to lack of funding, knowing how 

students receive their information is key to better understand the students UM would like 

to reach out to. This portion of the analysis will give us what modes of communication 

UM should direct their press releases or future possible stories to in the future. 

State+Sons split all the media into the five modes of communication: websites, 

magazines, cable, radio and newspapers. All of these modes of communication come 

from sources produced in the year 20111. Descriptions about the top three among all 

adults and the top three focusing on college students are provided below.	  

Websites	  

According to MRI+, Websites was the largest mode of communication to U.S. 

college students and third for adults in Minnesota or Iowa. State+Sons found 

answers.com/wikianswers as the website with the largest market share of 23.8%. MTV 

(22.3%) and Hulu (1.9%) rounded the top three of websites that college students utilize. 	  

For adults the websites were respectfully Major League Baseball (MLB), 

Moviefone and PBS. MLB and Moviefone took home 4.4% of the market share and PBS 

took only 4.1%.	  

Magazines 	  

According to MRI+, magazines were the largest mode of communication to U.S. 

adults and second for college students in Minnesota or Iowa. State+Sons found Midwest 

Living to be the number one magazine among adults, which had a 16.2% share in the 

media market. Bird and Blooms (8.4%) and Ducks Unlimited (7.6%) rounded out the top 

three. 	  

Research of the media use among college students found the magazine Seventeen 

came in first with a 23.6 market share. Vogue (23.2%) and Macworld (20.8%) rounded 

the list among college students in the area. 	  

Cable 	  

According to MRI+, cable was the third largest mode of communication to U.S. 

college students and among adults in Minnesota or Iowa. 19.4% of the market share for 

college students went to Adult Swim, while MTV2 took 17.6% and MTV took 15.8%. 	  
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Among adults, Fox Sports Network took 7.3% of the share for first place. WGM 

America (4.2%) than CMT (4.0%) rounded out the top three.	  

Radio 	  

According to MRI+, radio took the fourth mode of communication to U.S. college 

students and last for adults who live in Minnesota or Iowa. Radio was more likely, 12.9%, 

to be listened to from midnight to 6 a.m. among college students. This time slot was 

followed by 7 p.m. to midnight (11.6%) and then 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. (9.4%). 	  

Among adults, weekday 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. took 3% of the market share, weekday 

3 p.m. to 7 p.m. took 2.9%, and weekday 10 a.m.-3 p.m. took 2.8%.	  

Newspapers	  

According to MRI+, newspapers were the smallest mode of communication to 

college students but third for adults in Minnesota or Iowa. State+Sons found LA Times 

Sunday and New York Times Daily to be the number one newspapers among students, 

which both have a 10.8% share in the media market.  National Enquirer (9.2%) rounded 

out the top three. 	  

Research of the media use among adults found the newspaper USA Today came 

in first with a 4.2% market share. New York Times Sunday (2.1%) and New York Times 

Daily (1.2%) rounded the list among adults in the area. 

After State+Sons dissected the media environment, a better understanding needed 

to be completed regarding other ways college students spend their time. However, 

State+Sons looked into ways college students spend their time that could cross over into 

a possible new activity UM could pick up, or a possible new public that would be easier 

to reach out too. State+Sons continued to use the online database MRI+ to understand 

college student’s behavior.	  
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Activities Related to UM  

Using MRI+, State+Sons looked for activities it believed were closely related to 

what UM offers. State+Sons was looking for activities that were related to the arts. MRI+ 

found the following leisure activities closely related to UM:   

• Painting  

• Drawing  

• Photography  

MRI+ also provided database information regarding museums and art galleries, 

the two things UM provides on campus. It is evident that students at Iowa State would 

rather spend time doing other things such as attending bars, attending club events, or 

watching T.V. This is obvious due to that fact students are currently not attending UM. 

Nancy, in her interview, agreed with this analysis. State+Sons spent time researching and 

finding new information useful to UM so it could broaden its sphere of influence if they 

provided the following services in some way. Attendance among art galleries, museums 

and students’ participation in paintings/drawings and photography were examined using 

MRI+. These areas, which some may consider a stretch or new to UM, are ways 

State+Sons see as possibility for UM to capitalize on existing habits among college 

students today. 

As found in Table I, a large percent of students enjoy spending their free time 

painting or drawing. State+Sons believes that if UM could provide classes or spaces for 

students to do such work, or partner with the Workshop on campus, UM would increase 

their goals and overall awareness. Smaller portions of students participate in photography, 

smaller than those who claim to have gone to a museum in the last 12 months. However, 

our informal research among colleagues suggests that photographers are a completely 

new subsection of fine arts that could attract different students who do not normally 

attend museums.  
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Introduction 

 After analyzing the different activities closely related to UM, a better understand 

of UM itself and how it could fit these possibly new activities needed to be analyzed. 

This includes looking integrally, externally, in the past, and it’s current perception. Below 

you can find how UM is structured, possible problems, and strengths of the organization. 

Internal environment 

UM offers 45 to 50 education programs per semester and is well known for 

changing exhibitions that are provided in their spaces. UM tries to find ways to connect 

the art to different departments on campus and Iowa State throughout the year. The 

largest issue affecting the number of changes and programs provided per year is a lack of 

funding. This lack of funding would also be an issue in any kind of future campaign. This 

issue limits UM from meeting its goals located on its website:	  

1. Collect, preserve and interpret objects of aesthetic and cultural value.	  

2. Exhibit and disseminate knowledge of Museums and borrowed collections 

through a variety of programs that stimulate and challenge diverse audiences.	  

3. Create vital partnerships within Iowa State University to enhance higher 

education by exploring creative interactions in arts, sciences and technology.	  

4. Create public partnerships to foster integration of the arts and cultural 

heritage as a central part of peoples' lives.	  

Failing to create a campaign and overcome current obstacles means UM could fail 

to meet its core goals.	  

 The following mission statement is stated on the website as well as the book 

State+Sons received and it reads: “The University Museums exist to foster understanding 

and delight in the visual arts with a focus on the creative interactions in arts, sciences and 

technology. The University Museums nurture knowledge of and appreciation for the 

University’s cultural heritage and its present cultural context. The University Museums 

serve the Iowa State University community and the public as an education and cultural 

resource.” 	  

UM consists of three standard museums located in multiple areas of Iowa State 

University’s campus and two field museums—one being the Anderson sculpture garden 

by Morrill Hall and the other being the public art spread across campus.   Whether one is 
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at the Brunnier Art Museum at the Iowa State Center, the historic Farm House and 

Christian Peterson museums on central campus or exploring the over 2,000 pieces of 

public art scattered across campus, UM appeals to all interests.  	  

The budget for UM is privately funded. No funding is provided by tuition dollars 

from the students at Iowa State University. Due to money not being easily available due 

to private funding, advertising and public relations often do not receive the necessary 

funding. Because of a limited budget, it greatly restricts what communication UM is able 

to conduct. However, a strong public relations campaign provided by State+Sons that is 

free of cost could make a large impact, creating numerous impressions.	  

What’s not effective but could be is social media. Sadly, UM does not have the 

personal that knows how to use it, let alone use it effectively. They do use social media 

because it’s free, easy and time manageable, according to Nancy.  However, Nancy 

pointed out that most followers of social media aren’t current students, rather alumni and 

Ames community members. So for example: UM posts events on their social media, but 

students do not reply because they are not current students, which in return makes their 

social media useless and ineffective. UM wants more student followers and effective 

social media use. 

Past Projects	  

The most successful tool UM uses are postcards that they mail out to people to 

gather written information. Last spring, an advertising campaign for the new Panthers 

exhibits on campus was used. Flyers, placements on the sides of trucks on campus, 

banners on the lights on University Boulevard, and a spot in the VEISHEA parade were 

some forms of public relations and advertising used. UM’s Panthers was currently 

located on the Iowa State homepage in the spinning wheel of photos. “It worked well 

because we have funds for it, so they were able to reach out,” Nancy said. Former 

publications from UM can be located in the Parks Library’s archives.	  

When promoting the UM or events, they typically promote to central Iowa. They 

send news releases and other information to local news outlets. However, Nancy pointed 

out that media never picks up most of these stories, except for the Iowa State Daily. 

However, Nancy sees word of mouth from students who do come to the museum is the 
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most effective communication. This kind of belief would mean State+Sons should launch 

a strict public relations campaign. 

Public Perception and Competition 

Students have a boring perception of the museums and do not see them as social 

places. “Our largest competition for students’ time is with school and other extra 

curricular activities,” Nancy said. She also stated Cyclone Cinema and the Lectures 

Program as her largest competition, due to the fact that no other museum or entity like a 

museum is targeting UM’s key publics. 

With over 800 clubs and organizations on campus, being involved is central to the 

identity of ISU students. College is also expensive, so many students take time out of 

there 24 hour day to work some kind of job. With at least 12 hours a week of classes and 

many hours outside of classes to study, students are very busy. If students do have free 

time, UM’s boring perception Nancy talked about would not be helpful to attendance 

numbers. However, State+Sons see possible partnerships with clubs and organizations as 

a way to “battle” with students’ time. If you can’t beat them, join them. More information 

regarding what this strategy looks like can be found in the recommendations section. 

External Environment	  

There are a few things in the external environment that could limit the 

effectiveness of a campaign launched by State+Sons. UM is housed on a public 

university, so from a legal standpoint they do not really own the land they are housed on. 

This may mean like they cannot do whatever they would like to do with the grounds. 

Strong opinion leaders such as ISU administration, each separate college administration, 

as well as faculty’s perception of UM and any campaign could hinder the effectiveness of 

UM’s campaigns. Being able to maintain a positive light, and informing them of the 

importance of free, public art is key to the success of any program. Any campaign should 

also be assisting that goal of bringing awareness to strong opinion leaders, which in 

return could help funding of future projects. 

All private donations, which again is how UM is operated, given to Iowa State 

University are channeled through the entity know as the Iowa State University 

Foundation. For State+Sons’ purposes the foundation is included under the words 

“university administration.” State+Sons sees the ISU Foundation as another engine with a 
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very vital opinion for the future of UM. All efforts to encourage students and engage 

students should be mentioned or be made aware to the foundation. UM also needs to 

ensure their needs and wants are heard by the foundation, and State+Sons believes being 

able to showcase students’ stories and how UM has played a role in their life will 

resonate with staff members at the Iowa State University Foundation. 
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Introduction 

After analyzing and understanding the organization itself, it was time for 

State+Sons to understand the second part of two-way relationship: the key publics. Much 

of this portion of the analysis led to hard numbers and from databases in MRI+ and 

public information on the Iowa State University Website.  

Located in the Appendix, on Table I: Demographics Among College Students 

State+Sons, with the help of MRI+, was able to understand what demographics of college 

students are more likely to attend an entity such as UM. The Art Gallery Attendance 

Among College Students and Museum Attendance Among College Students, concludes 

college’s White/Native American women who are 55-64 years old are more likely to 

attend UM’s functions, while younger males who are black are less likely to attend UM’s 

functions. This information is important for future reference to key publics and how 

messages should be communicated across campus.  

If State+Sons found ways to communicate to college students who spend time 

painting or drawing or use photography, State+Sons could assist in growing UM’s 

influence on campus. Especially among young people as a large percentage who 

participate in photography. Reaching out to students less interested in activities provided 

by UM will require more unique ways to communicate, but is something that will need to 

addressed after reaching out to an already friendly public. 

Identification of Publics	  

To identify the publics, State+Sons has found the consumers to be students. 

Nancy identified the key publics as the students at Iowa State, along with administration 

to a certain extent. UM exists partly to educate Iowa State students about the history of 

the university, and also to give students a cultural and art perspective while they attend 

Iowa State. Students ideally use UM’s services it provides, viewing art around campus to 

a workshop in a location operated by UM. As previously stated, too, Nancy is working 

with State+Sons to increase student participation of UM. Nancy also listed Iowa State 

administration as key publics because UM has to appeal to them in order to receive 

funding.  If the administration sees UM as a valuable entity on campus, they will increase 

UM’s funding.  
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Producers are national and/or international artists, along with all of UM’s 

employees. The artists create the work displayed in UM and their employees choose how 

to display and how to use such resources available to be spent.  

Enablers are Iowa State administration, but they could also become limiters if 

they so choose. Their strong opinions bridge from UM to students, and both the 

administration and students are the key publics for UM. Other limiters include clubs and 

organizations on campus, the Lectures Program, and the weekly showings at Cyclone 

Cinema. Due to the college-based nature of these activities, these activities compete with 

UM for the student’s time, talents and treasures. UM has to compete with these for 

students’ attention.  According to Nancy, these limiters hinder UM’s ability to draw in 

the student crowd, which is why she is working with State+Sons to draw this college 

crowd to UM. Intercessory publics include employees and the public currently attending 

UM because they can communicate the use of UM’s services.	  

 Major opinions leaders consist of ISU administration, Deans of the colleges, or 

faculty.  According to Nancy, many of the students that attend UM are attending because 

their professors are giving them credit to go.  Thus, if professors find the exhibits 

interesting and educational they will encourage or reward their students for attending.  

The same goes for ISU administration.  If President Leath suggests to students or the 

University as a whole to visit one of the museums, odds are that UM will see a larger 

attendance.  The public figures with more power on campus have a higher likelihood of 

recruiting students to visit UM. 	  

Located in the Appendix on Table II: Undergrad Enrollment of Iowa State 

University – 2013 are some basic demographics of the ISU undergraduate population 

from the Iowa State University’s Office of Registrar. These demographics will assist with 

addressing how to go about creating impressions and fixing the situation. For example, it 

will be more difficult to reach out to minorities because they make up a smaller portion of 

the undergraduate population. The majority of the population is a population, according 

to Table I, which is apathetic toward activities UM would provide. State+Sons has a 

better chance of reaching the white, Iowa residence students because it is so large. Being 

able to focus more heavily on that demographic, while still focusing on out-of-state 
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students and international students who would be interested in the activities UM provides 

is what State+Sons suggests any future campaign.  

A major issue among the situation, according to Nancy, is again that our key 

public’s main interest and need from UM is credit for a class. This alone does not meet 

the attendance goals they are looking for. Nancy believes the key public’s relationship 

with the organizations is an okay one. She stated students do come back after that first 

visit because they then have an awareness of the museums and the events going on for 

them. She believes the relationship probably is not very deep or meaningful, but rather an 

uncommon, casual one.	  

State+Sons is working with UM this semester aiming to better understand the 

situation, the organization and its public, based on which recommendations on public 

relations and advertising will be made. This project is supposed to benefit the public to 

know about UM on campus. It may also spike interest and form some steady clients for 

UM throughout the school year. The campaign would also tackle the boring perception 

many have of UM. It may even change many people’s perspectives of UM on campus. 

All of these have one common denominator if you break them down: ISU students.  

The above pages provide strong analysis and evidence to the behaviors, wants and 

needs of college students and how museums plays a role in their lives. It is all 

information that could be related to Iowa State students and UM at Iowa State University. 

State+Sons decided then to have even stronger evidence by analyzing ISU students 

themselves. Surveying students and then formulating a focus group to generate more 

information and ideas is how State+Sons was able to better understand the relationship 

between UM and students at ISU.  
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Introduction 

The survey used by State+Sons can be found in the Appendix of this report. This 

survey was conducted to better understand students’ awareness, attitude, and perception 

towards University Museums (UM).  State+Sons designed a ten-question survey that 

focused around those key aspects, along with demographics and media use.  A variety of 

question formats to receive feedback to these questions such as: yes or no questions, 

Likert scale, ranking and open-ended questions.  From there, State+Sons organized the 

questions in a way that grouped the various topics and outlooks together that flowed well.  

The survey was created on the website known as SurveyMonkey. Students 

received the survey via email. Students then received the following short message 

followed by a link to click on the survey’s webpage: “We are a team in our JLMC 301 

class, and we are conducting a survey to better understand your thoughts about the UM 

for our class project. It will take only 5 minutes of your time to fill out. We thank you in 

advance for your participation. If you have any questions about the survey, please 

contact Carter Collins (ccollins@iastate.edu).”  

This collected 85 responses, a sufficient amount to do the data analysis. The 

entries gathered a total of 63 random samples and the remaining 22 as convenience 

samples. The method used to select over 1,000 students’ emails to survey was as follows: 

 

1. 167 students from each of the 6 undergraduate colleges  

2. Counted each major in each college 

3. Divided the number of majors by 167 

4. This new number was rounded up to next whole number to know the number of 

students needed from each major in the college to select from the ISU Directory 

5. The number of students needed from each major that was calculated was then 

divided by the number of pages of names for each major had on the ISU Directory 

6. This new number was then used to gather how many student emails needed to be 

collected per page for each major 

7. The Table of Random Numbers was used to select from 1 to 50 emails per page 
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State+Sons finds a few things interesting in the survey results. Below is a summary of 

all the findings, which is then followed by a more detailed report breaking down the 

topics the questions were looking to gather information about. This includes 

demographics, awareness, attitudes, behavior and media use. 

Summary 

Overwhelmingly, freshmen know little to nothing about the UM and have never 

attended any of the museums.  The dominate group that knew information about UM, and 

have attended at least one of the museums, is juniors (44%).  With this information, UM 

can target freshmen students (and campus students) to try and educate them about UM 

museums early on, so they are likely to be frequent attendees by the times they are 

seniors. By the time students start to realize that UM exists, they are upperclassmen, so 

by targeting underclassmen you will have better participation. 

Obviously, in today’s technological world young adults are more likely to receive 

their news from electronic media versus print media.  When rating the use of media 

outlets, responders overwhelmingly chose online sources as their main source to receive 

news (44.7%) and social media (35.3%) as their second source. UM currently has a social 

media presence, but it is heavily underutilized. With this information it is evident that 

students are using social media as a main outlet, so by increasing the effectiveness of the 

Facebook and twitter, UM’s image will reach a wider audience.  Also, the e-newsletter 

that is currently being distributed should continue because students are more likely to 

read that than print media. 

When it comes to determining what types of exhibits to have, photography is most 

appealing to students (70.6%), so that could be an area to target. Part of the goal is trying 

to attract students, so by incorporating photography into more exhibits UM is likely to be 

more appealing to students and attract them in larger numbers. 

Good news is that over 89% of the respondents agreed that UM is an essential, 

cultural aspect on campus.  Even though they might not all attend the UM, which they do 

not, it is still justifiable to have UM. Now that it is known that students support the larger 

mission of UM, State+Sons just has to target those students through the proper outlets 

(online and social media) to play on those emotions and get them to the museums. 
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What is holding students back from visiting UM are a lack of awareness (48.2%) 

and other campus activities (40%).  The solution to the lack of awareness goes back to 

utilizing social media and online features more. This is the key defining factor to the lack 

of student attendance. The problem is the lack of awareness and the solution is a stronger 

online presence. Other campus activities also compete for student’s time (as Nancy stated 

during the interview), so it is difficult to compete with those activities. A way to 

capitalize on the “competition” is by doing promotional advertisements during those 

activities. For example, Cyclone Cinema (a popular free movie theater for students) 

shows 30 second promotional ads before their showings, so UM could take advantage of 

that free advertisement. They could also partner with the Lectures program and the other 

activities that primarily happen in the Memorial Union on campus. 

Demographics   

The following demographics were collected from State+Sons responses. Over 

55% of students that took this survey were either seniors or juniors, sophomores and 

freshmen equally took the survey (16% from each), and non-traditional students had the 

lowest participation with 11% turnout, which is reasonable since they are the lowest 

population on campus. Figure 5 in the Appendix shows you this demographic. 

Each of the six undergraduate colleges was well represented in State+Sons 

responses.  The College of Liberal Arts and Science had the most responses (24%) and 

the College of Human Sciences had the least amount of responses (9%). Overall, there is 

a fair distribution between each college, as can be seen in Figure 2. 

Awareness  

In State+Sons’ survey, students were asked to rate their awareness of UM on a 

scale of “a lot” to “nothing.” Of the respondents, 40% knew some kind of information 

about UM while 60% knew virtually nothing about UM. Figure 6 details all the responses 

and shows that an overwhelming majority know virtually nothing about UM. 

In order to gage how aware students are of the different museums around campus, 

State+Sons asked them if they have ever attended any of the UM. Of the participants, 

25.9% have visited the Anderson Sculpture Garden, 36.5% have attended the Art on 

Campus, 24.7% have been to the Brunnier Art Museum, 27.1% visited the Christian 

Petersen Art Museum and 31.8% have been to the Farm House Museum. Of all the 
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respondents, 31.8% have not been to any of the museums and 39.4% of respondents have 

been to one or more museums.  

Attitudes  

The next portion of the survey measured the attitudes toward the students visiting 

UM. With regards to just visiting one of the museums, 12.9% of students are likely to 

visit while 15.3% are not likely to visit.  All responses to this question are listed in Figure 

4.   

State+Sons also proposed the statement, “I think University Museums is an 

essential, cultural aspect of campus.” Respondents then ranked their agreement with that 

statement.  The majority of the respondents agreed with the statement to some degree and 

less than 11% disagreed with that statement. All responses are listed in Figure 1. 

Lastly, State+Sons asked them which forms of art they are interested in.  Of the 

responses, 38.8% of students like sculptures, 61.2% like paintings, 70.6% of respondents 

enjoy photography, 37.6% like furniture/architecture and 20% like textiles.  From this 

information State+Sons can see that an overwhelming amount of students like either 

paintings or photography. 

Behavior  

 State+Sons asked two questions in the survey about behavior in order to see why 

students go to UM and why they do not go to UM.  The first question asked the 

respondents if they have ever attended the UM in order to receive credit for a class. Of 

the responses 80% of them have not gone to UM to receive credit and 20% of them have 

gone to receive credit. 

The next question asked dealt with the different things that keep students from 

visiting UM. Of the findings, the dominating issue that keeps student from UM is a lack 

of awareness about the museums (25% of respondents). Other campus activities also keep 

a lot of students from visiting UM. The rest of the findings can be seen in Figure 3. 

Media Use  

Based on the survey responses, social media and online media are the dominant 

platforms that students use to gather their news. Of the respondents, 44.7% ranked their 

top preference for gathering news is using some kind of online platform and 35.3% of 

students said their top platform is social media.  The lowest response was radio with 
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43.5% of students ranking that as their most unutilized platform, followed by magazine 

with 21.2%. 

State+Sons also asked the respondents to rank a variety of advertising and 

promotional tools on the appeal to them.  Not surprising, over 60% of respondents said 

social media advertisements appeal to them the most, along with TV commercials, as 

shown in Figure 7. 

This analysis of findings from the survey completed by ISU students was the 

basis of the focus group State+Sons created. Some of our above analysis left lingering 

“why” or “how” questions about the key public. The focus group answered all of these 

questions. 
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Proposal for Focus Group 

Each member of State+Sons was to recruit at least three members for the focus 

group. The focus group was led by Carter (moderator) and assisted by Zach (assistant 

moderator).  Saige and Kyle were in charge of documenting everything that was said 

during the study. This included documenting body language and emotions displayed by 

the participants. In order to make sure nothing was missed, the focus group was recorded 

with an audio recorder.   

State+Sons’ focus group consisted of ten people. The focus group was made up of 

six women and four men, all students at Iowa State.  The students’ classification and 

majors represented every college on campus except for Design. The College of 

Engineering was represented twice as well as the College of Agriculture and Life 

Sciences. The group consisted of four seniors, four juniors and two sophomores. 

Members of State+Sons solicited these students to the focus group by forming a 

list of people who each person remembered from their general education classes and 

extracurricular activities that would be a good fit for the group. They were not friends per 

say, but they were people who had stayed in contact with members of State+Sons 

randomly throughout the years. They were contacted via email, giving different times to 

meet and another email was sent after a wide majority could attend. 10 of the 15 

contacted showed up to the library on Tuesday, October 29, and for approximately 45 

minutes.	  

During the 45-minute to hour session, there were three main topics:  

• How do you know about UM?  

• Why or what will get you to UM?  

• Suggestions on ways to increase student awareness of UM.  

State+Sons also tested two different PR campaigns that include interaction 

between students and UM. These are the questions State+Sons used to probe answers to 

the three topics:	  

1. What year are you in school and what is your major area of study?  

2. Which media platforms do you use the most and which advertising or public 

relations tools catch your attention the most?  
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3. Do you know about University Museums? If so, how much and how did you hear 

about them? 

a. If you have visited University Museums, which exhibits did you enjoy the 

most and what sort of exhibits would you like to see there? 

b. If you haven’t visited University Museums, what is the reason and what 

sort of exhibits would you be most likely to go see? 

4. Do you think University Museums is an essential, cultural aspect of campus? 

Why or why not? 

5. Would you be more likely to visit University Museums if they made the visits 

more interactive, such as setting up scavenger hunts or something online? 

6. What would you suggest University Museums could do to increase awareness of 

the organization and increase students’ interest in them? 

7. Are you likely to recommend visiting University Museums to your friends? Why 

or why not? 

8. Which of the following PR campaigns would increase your attention about UM? 

What suggestions do you have? 

a. Students painted as sculptures who move to interact with students on 

campus 

b. #ArtOnCampus Twitter competition 

9. Out Question: What is the one thing you would tell UM staff about their product? 

 

The questions led to a better understanding of the student population at Iowa State 

and their relationship with UM. State+Sons questions led us to possible future actions for 

the client to use, and an analysis of their current sitting position with students. Below is a 

summary of the findings from the group with a more detailed analysis in the headings 

that follow. 

Summary of Findings from Focus Group	  	  

 Overall students on campus, according to this focus group, seemed to know about 

UM. They see it as essential part of campus, but it needs more awareness on campus. 

Students did not seem to have bad things to say about UM, it just did not win in their 

busy schedules. Students find sandwich boards as a great advertising tool on campus. 
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Students who knew the most were interacting with UM during their younger years on 

campus. Students have a strong view of a living statue campaign on campus, and believe 

that UM could have a very beneficial relationship with organizations on campus. 

Verbal Findings	  

To start with, every single one of participants considered Facebook as a main 

media platform to collect their information from. Two-thirds considered TV and about 

half considered Twitter as a major media platform in their day to day lives. Each student 

seemed to have a routine, and the times in which they gathered their information was 

around times when they ate. (Morning, lunch and dinner.) When advertising on campus 

was asked and what kind of forms caught their eyes the group as a whole had very strong 

feelings toward one form. This was the white sandwich boards throughout campus and 

many gave examples of specific spaces on campus where they have seen them every day. 

(MU, library, Marston Hall) The rest of the ways to advertise on campus were very much 

a personal opinion. Some argued the bulletin boards on campus caught their attention 

between classes, the bus advertising spots on the buses on campus, or Facebook 

groups/advertising on social media. The group did seem to have a consensus, not as 

strong as the sandwich boards, that emails were also great ways to attract students. 	  

When it came to the knowledge of UM, the group did admit they have very little 

knowledge of UM. The older students, as in seniors, said they had interacted with the 

museums on campus through many different groups and classes on campus when they 

were younger. Some said the honors program as well. However, now they claim they 

never hear of about UM. None of the students went to the museums just to go, besides 

one student who had a class in Morrill Hall, so she walked through the museum before 

class one day when she was bored. A participant also stated she had heard about UM 

through a friend once, but nothing in depth.	  

The discussion about UM and their exhibits, or product you could say, was the 

most interesting and the most lively conversation. All the students, that being seven of the 

ten, who had gone to one of the museums on campus really did enjoy their time. (One 

said “enjoyed”, which we assumes mean it was fine, but I would prefer not to do it 

again.”) They thought the work was, in their words, outstanding, interesting, appropriate, 

and historical. Both students who had gone and had not gone to the museums said they 
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would have enjoyed/would have enjoyed the art if it was relevant to their classes, if the 

art was contemporary, and some said they would have enjoyed art from other cultures. 

One participant said, “I guess I’d like to see more Monet, Picasso, or van Gogh. That’d 

be pretty cool.” Students who had attended said they would/did tell friends shortly after 

to check it out, but never really pushed their friends.	  

Eight out of ten found UM’s place on campus was essential when asked, “Do you 

think University Museums is an essential, cultural aspect of campus.” One participant 

said kind of, and the other flat out said no. (The women who said no, did not even know 

UM was on campus until this focus group.) Out of the eight all of them seemed to agree 

that the historical aspect UM brings to campus is what makes it essential. They seem to 

find extreme value to have that open for the public. One member of the group said the 

underexposure really decreases the essential value it has on campus. Another said if 

professors used what they had to offer, they would be great educational centers, which in 

her view is what a museum is. 	  

State+Sons then asked how UM could attract students to enter their doors. To 

begin with, they were hesitant and seemed not to have any ideas. When Zach prompted 

them with a “Well what if they were more interactive, such as a scavenger hunt and you 

could win a prize or something.” The group thought if the prize was really, really good 

they would maybe consider it. (Good for them was free food from somewhere in Ames or 

on campus.) The group came up ideas such as hosting the sports teams for a meet and 

greet, incorporate the Greek Community to get house points, incorporate Late Night at 

the MU, or hosting some kind of “study break” space during dead week. One member 

thought if UM had a set time every day, or once a week or where they took students to all 

the museums for a tour would be beneficial. “Some students will do almost anything to 

procrastinate,” she said. Along the same line of the previous question, State+Sons asked 

how UM could get students to be more interested. The members of the focus group didn’t 

say anything new; instead they said much of what UM is trying now, but they didn’t 

know UM was doing these things. This included getting professors involved and 

informing the students on campus at an early stage. Someone did suggest maybe UM 

could look and see if GSB would like to join their cause to inform students of what UM 

has to offer.	  
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The participants were then asked if they would recommend their friends to attend 

UM. They all seem to agree, but they just did not have enough information to properly 

inform their friend of what UM is. Many said they would suggest their friends to go to 

MU if they were doing a project about Iowa State, and did seem to think UM was a good 

place to go and get information. The students who did attend UM said they would 

definitely suggest the museums if their friends were into art.	  

 State+Sons then proposed the two following PR campaigns to increase their 

attention about UM. 	  

a) Students painted as sculptures that moved to interact with students on campus. 

(Picture located in Appendix) 

b) An #ArtOnCampus Twitter competition where one could win prize. 

The group was immediately attracted to the sculpture idea. Many said, “You have 

to do that!” One member thought it was one of the coolest PR ideas he has seen for 

campus. Many found value in the Twitter competition as well, but were worried not 

enough people would find out about it. The students were also very interested in seeing if 

there was a way for students to highlight their art somehow, or highlight how they work 

as a painter/sculptor/etc.	  

To cap of the focus group, State+Sons talked to the participants about the product 

UM has. The students wished there was more awareness of what they had to offer, they 

believed the product was great, and wished there was some way to make the product 

more exciting. One student said they wished UM would highlight the collection when 

they had walked in. He would have gotten more out of the exhibit if someone had been a 

bit more aggressive to help him throughout the exhibit. 

Nonverbal Findings	  

In summary of the nonverbal information, what State+Sons picked up throughout 

the interview was pretty normal, with nothing too strange throughout the session. 

Everyone participated, though two of the males did seem to have strong opinions 

throughout the process. The strongest nonverbal’s came during the possible PR 

campaigns. Students became very, very excited of seeing such a campaign on campus. 

They did have physical reactions to what they thought was right for advertising on 

campus. They all had very different perspectives, and you could physically tell when 
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students disagreed with others. The student who did not know anything about UM did 

seem to feel like she was out of place. All students did believe they could be helpful to 

UM in their body language and they were engaged and very concerned about UM’s lack 

of awareness on campus. 

With the closure of the focus group, State+Sons had completed the needed work 

to gather enough information on how to improve the relationship between UM and ISU 

students. State+Sons had also gathered enough evidence to make the recommendation on 

how to address the current situation facing UM. (Awareness, Attendance, and Perception) 

On the pages that follow you can find the specific goals and strategies that State+Sons 

recommends. 
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Goals  

The goals that State+Sons has gathered by using the focus group, survey and the 

client interview are the following three. State+Sons believes these three goals best 

represent the mission chosen by UM. 

• Reputation Goal: To brand University Museums as an essential, cultural aspect 

to students’ experiences at Iowa State University.  

• Relationship Goal: To improve ISU administration’s perception of University 

Museums by detailing the educational aspect and university-related history in 

hopes of increasing their investment to the future of University Museums. 

• Task Goal: To disseminate knowledge of University Museum to a diverse 

student audience by performing eye catching, unique and newsworthy public 

relations stunts by the end of the 2013-2014 school year.  

 

Key Public: Iowa State University Students Objective One: 

State+Sons first objective is to have an effect on the overall student awareness of 

UM by increasing student attention by 25% by the end of the 2013-2014 school year.  

Strategy 1: 

The first strategy is to create events/stunts to create publicity on campus and from 

surrounding news sources used by key publics. This would include the Iowa State Daily, 

and user created content (Facebook, Twitter). News sources from surrounding areas (Des 

Moines Register, Des Moines TV stations, Ames Tribune) would be a plus as well for the 

second public, University Administration. (More information on local media on page 10.) 

Tactic One: 

Tactic One would look as follows: Paint and create costumes (pathos) for students 

to become living statues across busy sections of campus on the same day, at the same 

time. Locations would include: Memorial Union, Parks Library, Kildee bus stop, and 

possible central campus locations. Secondary locations would include each of the main 

buildings for all the colleges (Gerdin, Catt, Curtiss, Marston, McKay, Design). UM 

would inform the media through press releases about the event, and also create a media 

kit for an inside look of how the students were transformed into statues. The statues can 
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be mimics of Christen Peterson work, or just statues that represent different parts of 

campus such as colleges, or even famous people like George Washington Carver. 

Tactic Two: 

A second tactic State+Sons has is to have a showing of the film “Night in the 

Museum” during Halloween week (pathos). Students could dress up and would be 

allowed to enter the museum “after hours” to watch the movie. (Could be partnered up 

with Cyclone Cinema) UM would disseminate information about this event by using the 

following, which was gathered from the focus group: sandwich boards, flyers and social 

media. 

Strategy Two: 

A second strategy to meet the first objective is to create partnerships with big-

name groups/clubs/organizations on campus such as STARS, Dance Marathon, Freshman 

Council, Government of the Student Body, and VEISHEA.  

Tactic One: 

The first tactic in doing so would be to invite groups (ethos appeal using the 

reputation as a club to draw students) to hold their meetings in the different spaces, and 

showcase how each interested club could utilize the space for their current meeting needs. 

You can solicit such groups by contacting presidents through the Student Activities 

Center database. You can have user-generated content by asking them to share their 

location and photos via their interpersonal and media channels. UM should discover how 

each organization could team-up with UM to create an event that would be beneficial for 

students on campus as well. Creating a relationship would be beneficial for not only 

awareness but also the reputation of UM.  Both the groups and UM would use 

promotional items and channels to promote the new event they created on campus. 

Tactic Two: 

State+Sons second tactic is to create a partnership with the Greek Community on 

campus.  UM can invite the chapters (ethos appeal-going for their reputation as a chapter) 

to hold their meetings in the different spaces, and showcase how each interested club 

could utilize the space for their current needs. They can solicit such groups by contacting 

presidents of the chapters through the Student Activities Center database and asking them 

to share their location and photos via their interpersonal and media channels. Again, UM 
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partnering with each Greek chapter to create an event for a cause that would be beneficial 

for students on campus is key for both awareness and reputation. Both the chapter and 

UM could use promotional items and channels to promote the event for the certain cause 

on campus. Chapters could add events or UM related activities to their “point-system.” 

 Tactic Three: 

The third tactic is to create a 30-second educational/promotional video to play 

before showings at Cyclone Cinema. This is a free, visual way to reach out to (primarily) 

on-campus students, which is a dominant subgroup of our key public (logos appeal).  

Besides reaching out to students at Cyclone Cinema with this promotional video, UM 

could run it on their social media, events at UM, and other related events that may be 

happening around campus. 

Key Public: Iowa State University Students Objective Two: 

State+Sons second objective is to have an effect on the acceptance of UM by ISU 

students, with regards to increasing students’ positive attitudes toward the cultural benefit 

of UM (20% increase in 6 months).  

Strategy One: 

The first strategy to meet this objective is to use special events on campus to help 

increase students’ cultural awareness and acceptance of UM. By increasing the cultural 

awareness and acceptance of Iowa State University students, those students will then be 

more likely to attend UM and take advantage of their resources. 

Tactic One: 

The first tactic for this strategy is to host an event/scavenger hunt that 

encompasses all five entities of UM during Orientation (preferred) or Experience Iowa 

State. The scavenger hunt would educate and inform students about the cultural aspects 

of all UM’s entities. Students would receive clues about different aspects of the museums, 

and then would have to go around campus to find the answers to these clues. The winning 

teams of the event would receive some sort of sponsored prize for their participation and 

excellence in completing the challenge. By performing this tactic, students will quickly 

become more familiar with UM in a fun, entertaining manner. 
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Tactic Two: 

The second tactic is to hold a social media campaign (Facebook, Twitter & 

Instagram) to reach out to the at-large student population.  People could tweet pictures of 

art from around campus with #artoncampus and could do the same for Facebook. UM 

could also use their promotional video on their social media to reach out to students. With 

the overwhelmingly majority of ISU students connected through social media, this is an 

efficient, free tactic for University Museum outreach. 

Strategy Two: 

The second strategy that State+Sons has put together is to have UM partner with 

University departments (design, agriculture, art, etc.) to help promote student utilization 

of UM. Since these departments would have more students interested in art, history and 

culture, UM can reach out to this subgroup. The subgroup can then encourage their 

friends to attend UM.  

Tactic One: 

The first tactic to complete this strategy is to draft an email explaining the 

educational aspect (pertaining to each department) of UM and encourage the departments 

to distribute said email to its students.  The email would give facts about UM, ‘hot spots’ 

for the students in the department to visit, and provide the educational appeal to the 

respective department. Departments are always looking for ways to educate their students 

in their fields, so UM could capitalize on this by collaborating with the academic 

departments. 

Tactic Two: 

The second tactic is to send a class to a representative in a UM facility, so 

targeted classes can hear about UM while being there. This will help increase awareness 

and attendance in UM.  This would follow a similar process as tactic one, but provide a 

more personal connection than just an email and emphasize the educational advantage of 

attending UM.  

Tactic Three: 

The final tactic is to draft ‘fact blurbs’ to run on the departments’ websites in 

order to inform students about UM. UM can also expand this by allowing departments to 

request the information, which is already being displayed on other departments’ websites, 
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to put on their own website. In today’s technological world, utilizing all forms of 

technology is imperative to informing your key publics.  Utilizing department websites is 

just another mode of communication to reach out to your key public. 

Key Public: Iowa State University Students Objective Three:  

State+Sons third objective is to have an effect on action of students’ attendance, 

specifically the overall attendance by ISU students and increasing the attendance by 20% 

by the end of the 2014-2015 school year.  

Strategy One: 

The first strategy to meet this objective is to have increased hours (not all the 

time). By increasing the hours of UM will allow busy students at Iowa State time to enter 

the doors. 

Tactic One: 

The first tactic for this strategy is to have extended hours during special events 

(Albright Jingle Jog) or celebration weeks (Winterfest, Greek Week, Homecoming Week 

and VEISHEA) on campus. Communicating these extended hours using social media, 

sandwich boards, ect, while also forming relationships with the central committees in 

charge of planning these weeks are key to this strategy working. 

Tactic Two: 

The second tactic for this strategy is to have extended hours just for professors. 

You can communicate this through department heads of all the departments on campus. 

Extended hours such as these would allow UM staff to focus on the needs of professors 

and what they need to encourage students, or force with extra credit, to the museums on 

campus. Forming relationships with interested professors would allow you to influence 

future endeavors where you can make it part of the curriculum year after year. This in a 

round about way will have students entering the doors. You could also have specific 

hours where students only from such a class would be able to access the museums, or 

have extended hours for the students to have more time to spend after the normal busy 9 

to 5 time slot. 

Strategy Two: 

The second strategy that State+Sons has put together is to have UM form a 

relationship with the Office of Admissions at Iowa State University. A relationship with 
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this office and being able to communicate the amazing things UM has to offer could 

mean the ability to interact with students before they even are enrolled at Iowa State; not 

only in Iowa, but possible across the nation. 

Tactic One: 

The first tactic for this strategy is to educate the office and the tour guides, known 

as STARS, what all UM does on campus. Better understanding UM for the tour guides 

will lead to them mentioning UM during tours, connecting all the art on campus to the 

buildings, and possible students will know about UM. STARS have meetings every other 

week and are always looking for guest speakers. These students love learning about Iowa 

State and UM coming to talk to give a presentation is exactly what they are looking for 

during their meetings. 

Tactic Two: 

The Office of Admissions also maintains a large yearly budget on marketing and 

advertising for the University. Showcasing how unique the university is with UM on 

campus, and how it plays apart of the “adventure” on campus, could possibly land UM on 

billboards, online, or in a commercial to bring students to ISU. This budget also includes 

maintaining the website known as cyclonelife.net. This website is set up as a blog where 

current students talk about their lives at ISU and what it has to offer. UM could reach out 

to one of those students and see if they could write a piece about UM for one of their 

weekly blogs. The bloggers are always looking for ideas. UM could also be a guest 

blogger for a week and write a blog about what UM is and what to does for ISU students 

and the Cyclone experience. Most of these blogs are then plastered on the different 

graduating classes’ Facebook pages. This would put UM name in front of almost the 

entire student population. UM could in the blog then encourage students to attend the 

museums and enter a drawing to win some kind of prize. The prize could easily be a gift 

card to the bookstore, to the cafes on campus, or to a restaurant here in Ames. 
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Key Public: Iowa State University Administration 

State+Sons sees ISU Administration has a secondary public that deserves its own 

objective. The objective State+Sons has designed the following: To have an effect on 

ISU administration’s perception of UM by detailing the educational aspect and 

university-related history in hopes of increasing their investment to the future of 

University Museum by the fall of 2015. 

Strategy One: 

The first strategy to accomplish such objective is to facilitate different special 

events inviting administrators into UM’s buildings. With UM’s budget being so scarce, 

UM needs to establish themselves as a necessary asset to the University in order to 

encourage more funding from the administration. 

Tactic One: 

The first tactic is to create an art auction of one or many of ISU’s beloved artist(s), 

and invite important donors, administrators, and opinion leaders to have a special social 

gathering. This would be a way to increase the administration's perception of UM, while 

also raising money on their own behalf to support their advertising efforts (ethos appeal-

showing UM’s credibility). UM is constantly struggling because of a lack of funds and 

student (and administration) participation. This tactic would address both of these 

problems by raising funds from notable art and by having University Administration 

present to see the value of UM. 

Tactic Two: 

A second tactic idea is to create a formal, ‘black tie’, event with the University 

President and a special guest(s) on campus. This tactic would be a direct way to involve 

the University Administration in order to increase their perception of UM.  The black tie 

event would take the form of a fundraising gala event where there will be a formal dinner, 

presentations on the art, and highlights that detail the importance of UM. The result of 

this event would be to increase the perception and attitude of ISU Administration towards 

UM’s credibility. 

Strategy Two: 

The second strategy is to create a sponsorship with the ISU Foundation. The ISU 

Foundation is the premier fundraising entity on campus that raises money for all different 
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aspects of Iowa State University. Utilizing their services would allow UM to raise money 

in order to increase their public relations efforts and overall mission of UM. 

Tactic One: 

This strategy should include the tactic of facilitating a meeting between 

University opinion leaders and ISU Foundation administrators to ensure UM is an 

important entity with funding opportunities. These donors could fund a certain collection 

to bring to campus or fund specific public relations campaigns in order to increase 

utilization of UM . In order for this tactic to be successful, UM would have to insure that 

ISU opinion leaders and administrators have a positive outlook on UM. Since funding is 

one of the main priorities of UM, this tactic will help UM build its funding base. 

Tactic Two: 

The second tactic is to start and to continue talks about how UM could help with 

the Order of the Knoll, the most important ISU Foundation event in regards of donors. 

This tactic would be similar to the black tie event discussed earlier, but would focus more 

on donations from outside donors. The Order of the Knoll recognizes the most prestigious 

donors to Iowa State University, so by showing them the cultural and educational aspect 

of the UM, they would be more inclined to donate to UM. When presenting to the Order 

of the Knoll, UM should be advocating for the museums as a historical and cultural entity 

on campus, displaying the art of prominent Iowa State alum. By doing this, the donors 

would be able to see the credibility of UM and be more inclined to invest in UM. 
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Figure 3: Student Apathy Towards UM 
What keeps students from visiting UM? 
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Figure	  2:	  Students	  by	  College	  
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"I think UM is an essential, cultural 
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Figure 5: Student Classification 
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Figure 7: Advertisement Appeal: 
Which type of advertising is most appealing? 
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Table	  I:	  	  Demographics	  Among	  College	  Students	  

 
	  

	  
 

Table II: Undergrad Enrollment at Iowa State University - 2013 

Source: Iowa State University Office of Registrar 
 
 
 

 Attended Art  
Gallery in 

Last 12 
Months 

Attended 
Museums in 

Last 12 
Months 

Participated in 
Painting or 
Drawing in 

Last 12 
Months 

Participated in 
Photography in 

the Last 12 
Months 

Men 6.6% 12% 4.5% 2.1% 
Women 9.2% 15.9% 7.8% 9.9% 

American 
Indians 9.2% 13.5% 11% 6.2% 

Whites 9.1% 15.8% 6.6% 6.8% 
Asians 6.7% 14.2% 7.4% 3.9% 
Blacks 3.8% 7.3% 4.5% 4.8% 

Age 55-64 10.3% 14.6% 4.6% 4.3% 
Age 18-24 6.8% 12% 10.9% 6.9% 

Total College 
Students 8% 12.4% 8.1% 6.5% 

Total Undergrad Enrollment Fall - 2013	   27,659	  

Male	   15,658	  

Female	   12,001	  

American Indian	   59	  

Asian	   693	  

Native Hawaiian	   759	  

Hispanic/Latino	   1181	  

Two or more races	   533	  

Resident	   18,009	  

Non-Resident	   9,650	  

International	   2,172	  
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State+Sons Survey 
GREETINGS! 
We are a team in our JLMC 301 class, and we are conducting a survey to better 
understand your thoughts about the University Museums for our class project. It will take 
only 5 minutes of your time to fill out. We thank you in advance for your participation. If 
you have any questions about the survey, please contact Carter Collins 
(ccollins@iastate.edu). 
 

1. What year are you in school? 
a. Freshman 
b. Sophomore 
c. Junior 
d. Senior 
e. Graduate 
f. Non-traditional student 

What is your major or area of study? 
_____________________________ 
 

2. Please rate the following media platforms according to use. (1 being the most 
utilized and 6 being the least utilized) 

a. Newspaper 
b. Magazine 
c. Online 
d. Social media 
e. TV 
f. Radio 

 
3. Which type of advertising or promotion tool catches your interest the most? 

(Check all that apply) 
a. Printed ads 
b. TV commercials 
c. Radio commercials 
d. Posters 
e. Billboards 
f. Banners 
g. Vehicles 
h. Social media 
i. Other (please specify) 

 
4. What form of art are you interested in? 

a. Sculptures 
b. Paintings 
c. Photography 
d. Furniture/Architecture 
e. Textiles 
f. Other (please specify) 
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5. Do you agree, disagree or keep neutral with the following statement: “I think 
University Museums is an essential, cultural aspect of campus.” 

a. Agree 
b. Neutral 
c. Disagree 

 
6. How much information do you know about University Museums? 

a. A lot 
b. Some 
c. Neutral 
d. Very little 
e. Nothing 

 
Where did you hear about University Museums? 
________________________________________	  
 

7. Which, if any, University Museums have you attended? (Check all that apply) 
a. Anderson Sculpture Garden 
b. Art on Campus 
c. Brunnier Art Museum 
d. Christian Petersen Art Museum 
e. Farm House Museum 
f. I have not attended any of the University Museums 

 
8. Have you ever attended University Museums in order to receive credit for a class? 

a. Yes 
b. No 

 
9. What keeps you from visiting University Museums? (Check all that apply) 

a. Lack of transportation 
b. University Museums time constraints 
c. Other campus activities 
d. Lack of interest 
e. Lack of awareness 
f. Academics 
g. Other (please specify) 

 
10. How likely are you to visit University Museums? 

a. Likely 
b. Somewhat likely 
c. Neutral 
d. Less likely 
e. Not likely 

 
THANK YOU! - Thank you for participating in this survey. If you have any questions, 
please contact Carter Collins (ccollins@iastate.edu).  
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